Kris:
<<<<BEGIN ANOTHER ODD U.S.S. GANYMEDE MISSION>>>>

CMO_Wells:
:: working in SB going over reports::

TAC_Cain:
::On bridge at Tactical::

XO-Louis:
:: Leaving Stellar Cartography and heading to the bridge ::

CO_Olbrun:
::in her seat on the bridge, looking almost bored::

SCI_Paldn:
::on the bridge, reviewing library computer::

OPS_Rhian:
::deading damage control::

XO-Louis:
:: Enters TL :: *Captain:* I will be on the bridge momentarily.

CO_Olbrun:
*Louis* Acknowledged.

CO_Olbrun:
HelmBoy: ETA?

CMO_Wells:
:: closes reports, and brings up possible stores of the healing herbs that we could use::

SCI_Paldn:
Captain: Remus II is a primarily jungle planet with newly discovered plant species

CO_Olbrun:
Paladine: Any word on the type of plants?

SCI_Paldn:
Captain: the planets are believed to have medicinal properties

CO_Olbrun:
<HelmBoy> Ten minutes, captain.

SCI_Paldn:
<plants>

TAC_Cain:
::Checking sheilds and weapons::

XO-Louis:
:: Arrives on the bridge and heads to the engineering station ::

OPS_Rhian:
::reading status reports on damaged shields...preparing duty roster  for Starbase::

CO_Olbrun:
Paladine: I'm more concerned with whether or not they are carnivorous. ::recalling the goo planet::

SCI_Paldn:
Captain: unknown at present

XO-Louis:
:: Uploads Charts and sends data to Tactical ::

SCI_Paldn:
::scanning planetary system::

XO-Louis:
:: Moves to the second chair and smiles at the Captain ::

TAC_Cain:
XO: Sheilds at 76% and weapons at 89% sir.

CO_Olbrun:
::she falls quiet, listening to the sounds of the bridge for a moment..returns Louis' smile absentmindedly::

TAC_Cain:
::recieves charts from XO::

XO-Louis:
:: Acknowledges Cain ::

SCI_Paldn:
Captain: the atmosphere is breathable, class M

XO-Louis:
Captain: I have loaded all the tactical data, you might find it interesting that there have been no expeditions logged in the Federation data banks.

TAC_Cain:
::Checks status on hand phasers for upcoming away team::

SCI_Paldn:
Captain: no solar anomalies which would interfere with equipment

CO_Olbrun:
::she acknowledges Paladine:: Louis: When we get there, take an away team. Looks like you're going into largely uncharted territory.

XO-Louis:
CO:Aye Capt.

CO_Olbrun:
::something seems to be bothering her::

XO-Louis:
:: Leans over to the Captain after assembling data on a padd :: Captain: Are you allright?

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Just thinking.

SCI_Paldn:
Captain: ship's sensors have not detected predatory animal life yet

SCI_Paldn:
::scanning entire planet surface::

TAC_Cain:
::Finishing standard preparations for upcoming away team::

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Reccommend high...the gravity will put a strain on the engines

CO_Olbrun:
::she rubs her temples:: Rhian: Agreed. Make it so.

XO-Louis:
Cain: Prepare an away team. Youself, me, Engineering, and medical.

CO_Olbrun:
::nods to HelmBoy, and he follows the recommendation::

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:   Aye

TAC_Cain:
XO: Aye sir.

SCI_Paldn:
Captain: there is an abudent variety of insects I suggest Envir suits to prevent undetected disease carriers

XO-Louis:
:: Turns back to the captain:: What is on your mind, or would you rather not discuss it.

TAC_Cain:
*CMO Wells* please prepare for away team.

CO_Olbrun:
Paladine: Agreed. Have the doctor prepare any decontaminants that she can carry.

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  I recommend a minimum compliment, or use the shuttlecraft

CMO_Wells:
*tac* : aye aye....  :;; stands and readies her equipment then head for TL::

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Later would be better.

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Commander Louis has made that arrangement, but thank you.

XO-Louis:
:: Nods to the Capt ::

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT: Understood

TAC_Cain:
*Engineering* please prepare for away team.

SCI_Paldn:
*Paladine to Wells* I suggest you be prepared for insect disease carrier

CMO_Wells:
*Paladine*:  understood. I'll have Esuits and protectivce percausions made

XO-Louis:
:: Shakes head :: Captain: I think these measures may be overkill, how would you like to proceed.

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: I think that environmental suits are pushing it, but having the doctor prepared with decontaminants never hurts.

XO-Louis:
Captain: Aye.

CO_Olbrun:
Wells: Do not prepare environmental suits- go down as is.

CO_Olbrun:
::makes a note to speak to the senior staff about overkill::

SCI_Paldn:
::disaggres because the planet has not been cataloged yet but does not mention it::

XO-Louis:
*Away Team* meet in TR 3

TAC_Cain:
::heads for TR3::

XO-Louis:
:: Stands and heads for TL ::

CMO_Wells:
*Co:  aye aye sir.

SCI_Paldn:
::scanning::

OPS_Rhian:
::brings up tac pos::

CMO_Wells:
:: takes the diesee control kits in med pack::

CMO_Wells:
:: goes to TR3::

SCI_Paldn:
Library computer: begin mapping and cataloging planet

XO-Louis:
:: Exits TL and walks to TR3 ::

TAC_Cain:
::steps off TL with XO::

CMO_Wells:
:: arrives in TR3 just before XO and Tac::

SCI_Paldn:
::thinks about an attractive Eng officer while the computer starts::

XO-Louis:
:: Enters TR3 :: Cain: access weapons and pass hand-phasers around.

OPS_Rhian:
:::puzzled by SCIs glazed look:::

SCI_Paldn:
::goes back to scanning::

TAC_Cain:
XO: Aye sir.  :Passes weapons to all away team members::

CMO_Wells:
:: takes weapon::

OPS_Rhian:
::heads for TL 3 post haste::

SCI_Paldn:
::sweeping system for ships::

CO_Olbrun:
::continues to monitor ship's operations from her console::

XO-Louis:
:: To all :: Set phasers on heavy stun.

TAC_Cain:
::check weapon to verify stun setting::

XO-Louis:
:: Steps on the pad ::

CMO_Wells:
:: does as told::

OPS_Rhian:
::setting phaser:: Aye

TAC_Cain:
::Steps on pad::

SCI_Paldn:
Library Computer: lock on to archeological site and begin to analyse, check for ideographs

CMO_Wells:
::steps on pad::

OPS_Rhian:
::prepares for transsport::

XO-Louis (Sound - TRANSPORter.wav):
TR Chief: Energize.

XO-Louis:
@:: Shimmers :::

CMO_Wells:
@::shimmers::

TAC_Cain:
@::glimmers::

OPS_Rhian:
@::glows::

TAC_Cain:
@::scanning for life signs::

OPS_Rhian:
@::activates tricorder...scanning for lethal radiation not detectable from orbit::

XO-Louis:
@:: Takes out tricorder and begins to scan for artifacts ::

XO-Louis:
@Rhian: Status on the environment?

SCI_Paldn:
::scanning atmosphere, sets perimeter alert for other ships in area

CMO_Wells:
:: takes out trcorder and scans the envirment for bio containmts::

OPS_Rhian:
@XO:  All in acceptable limits

TAC_Cain:
@XO: no huminoid life signs sir.

XO-Louis:
@:: Sees many artifacts under the surface... buildings, artifacts, pillars, etc. ::

XO-Louis:
@Dr Wells, Look at this reading.

CMO_Wells:
@XO:  No bio contaiments, just plain ordinary bugs=, and flowers sir....

SCI_Paldn:
::creating map of land, scanning for evidence of off planet visitors::

CMO_Wells:
@:: goes over to XO::  yes sir what is it?

CO_Olbrun:
::enters a brief ship's log, and then stands, going into her ready room:: Paladine: You have the bridge, lieutenant. :;she tosses over her shoulder::

SCI_Paldn:
Captain: Aye , Aye

XO-Louis:
@Dr: There seems to be a large amount of folliage beneath the surface.

SCI_Paldn:
::standing at SCI 1::

XO-Louis:
*Ganymede* Atmosphere is breathable, there seems to be no contaminates, and we will need excavating equipment to further explore.

SCI_Paldn:
Computer: project tactical on main viwer, overlay with orbit

CMO_Wells:
@:: checks her scanns:: Xo:  I find that too....very odd.... I wonder what caused it.....

CO_Olbrun:
*Louis* Do what you can without it. Ganymede out.

XO-Louis:
@:: Surprised :: *Ganymede* Aye sir.

OPS_Rhian:
@XO:  Sir, some of the artifacts are not registering anymore

SCI_Paldn:
Computer: overlay away team and each member's biostaus on 1/4 of main viewer

XO-Louis:
@Ok everyone, lets start walking and see where our expedition takes us.

XO-Louis:
@:: Stops :: Rhian... what do you mean?

OPS_Rhian:
@::begins scraping topsoil::

OPS_Rhian:
@XO:  They dissapeard off of the tricorder

TAC_Cain:
@::rechecks for life signs::

CMO_Wells:
@:: starts to walk , but stops in tracks when hears opps::

CO_Olbrun:
::she sits behind her desk, eyes closed, fingers at her temples- she's not feeling quite right::

SCI_Paldn:
::watching life signs of AT::

OPS_Rhian:
@XO:  They keep popping in and out.......like a phase shift

XO-Louis:
@:: Puzzled is looking at the tricorder and can hardly believe it ::

CO_Olbrun:
::opens eyes:: *Paladine* Do you have a signal lock on the away team?

XO-Louis:
@Rhian: Calibrate your tricorder and get a fix on what is happening.

TAC_Cain:
@XO: still no alien life signs sir.

SCI_Paldn:
Captain: yes, I am currently monitoring their bio-signs

XO-Louis:
@Dr. Wells: What is the status of our health?

CO_Olbrun:
*Paladine* If that fluxuates at all, bring them back.

SCI_Paldn:
*Captain* at once

CMO_Wells:
@:: scans the AT::

OPS_Rhian:
@::picks up found artifact::

Kris:
ACTION: A TALL, BLUE HUMANOID APPEARS IN FRONT OF RHIAN AND PLUCKS THE OBJECT OUT OF HIS HAND.

SCI_Paldn:
*Paladine to Eng* prepare for an emergency beam out if necessary

TAC_Cain:
@::pull phaser::

OPS_Rhian:
@::jumps back::

Kris:
ACTION: THE HUMANOID JABBERS AT HIM BRIEFLY, THEN CLICKS ON ITS BELT DEVICE AND DISAPPEARS.

TAC_Cain:
@::scans for alien::

XO-Louis:
@:: Jumps back in amazement :: What the hell was that?\

TAC_Cain:
@XO: no reading sir.

OPS_Rhian:
@XO: I am not picking it up on any scans

SCI_Paldn:
*Captain* sensors briefly indicated a "blue" humanoid

CMO_Wells:
@:: jumps and where the alien was::

CO_Olbrun:
*Paladine* Contact the away team and get it's status.

SCI_Paldn:
*Captain* possible personal cloak

TAC_Cain:
@::looking all around trying not to be surprised again::

SCI_Paldn:
*Ganymede to AT* we just detected an alien briefly, please report status

XO-Louis:
@I want to know if there was a phasing or did that alien transport somewhere.

CMO_Wells:
@XO:  ahh..ahh...  we are physicaly all right, a dleine levels and heart rate up but other wise fine.....

CO_Olbrun:
::lays head on desk...just needs a moment's rest::

Kris:
ACTION: ARTIFACTS CONTINUE TO APPEAR AND DISAPPEAR FROM SCANS.

XO-Louis:
@*Ganymede* Please stand by.

SCI_Paldn:
Library Computer: report data from initial scan of alien

XO-Louis:
@Did anyone record what that alien was saying, and can we translate it?

OPS_Rhian:
@XO:  I was scanning at the time...my tricorder might have gotten it

TAC_Cain:
@XO: I didn't sir.

Kris:
<LCARS> Analyzing.

CMO_Wells:
XO: i was scanning Opps when he apeared, I might have a snipit but i don't know.......

XO-Louis:
@Rhian: Get to work on the translation.

SCI_Paldn:
::thinks, should change the computer's voice::

Kris:
<LCARS>  The alien is a smooth-skinned humanoid with enlarged limbs indicating industrial development.

OPS_Rhian:
@XO:  Aye

XO-Louis:
@Cain: You and the Dr. try to get a lock on those artifacts and find out why they keep appearing and disappearing.

TAC_Cain:
@XO: aye sir.

TAC_Cain:
@::walks closer to artifacts and scans them::

CO_Olbrun:
::she lifts her head off the desk, and before she can focus completely, she's out cold. Her head hits the desk with a rather loud sound::

Kris:
ACTION: CLUNK.

SCI_Paldn:
*Paladine to XO* I will feed preliminary data we recorded about the alien if you wish...

OPS_Rhian:
@::turns towards noise::

XO-Louis:
*Ganymede* We have an unknown alien which appeared and took some artifacts away from us. We are trying to analyze the communications, and are having difficulty locking onto any remnants.

XO-Louis:
*Ganymede* Paladine, any help you can supply would be welcome.

SCI_Paldn:
*XO* transmitting now

CMO_Wells:
@:: scanns aritfacts::

CMO_Wells:
@xo: the artifacts have a written language on them....

SCI_Paldn:
*Paladine to Captain* AT is having trouble locking onto the artifacts....

XO-Louis:
@:: Steps over the the Dr. ::

CO_Olbrun:
::Paladine gets no response::

TAC_Cain:
@XO: Sir, i can establish a lock.

SCI_Paldn:
::odd, walks over and rings bell::

CO_Olbrun:
::is greeted by the sounds of silence::

SCI_Paldn:
Computer: please confirm if the Captain is conscious

TAC_Cain:
@XO: we can transport the items if you wish.

Kris:
<LCARS>  The Captain does not appear to be conscious at this time.

XO-Louis:
@Cain: I don't want to remove anything if that alien wishes us to leave.

TAC_Cain:
@XO: AYe sir.

SCI_Paldn:
*Paladine to Sickbay* the Captain may be injured, beaming her to you now

XO-Louis:
@*Ganymede* Our alien has instruced us to leave these artifacts... awaiting you orders.

SCI_Paldn:
*XO* the Captain may be injured suggest you return and assume command

CMO_Wells:
<En Keeling>Paldine* :   We have a med team standing by for her.....

SCI_Paldn:
::beams Captain to Sickbay::

XO-Louis:
@:: To all :: Gather all the data you can, you have five minutes. I am returning to the ship.

CO_Olbrun:
::still out like a light::

TAC_Cain:
@XO: AYe sir

XO-Louis:
@*Ganymede* One to beam up.

TAC_Cain:
@::scanning as much area as possible::

XO-Louis (Sound - TRANSPORter.wav):
@:: Shimmers, glimmers, and gleams ::

SCI_Paldn:
*Paladine to XO* I have beamed the Captain to Sickbay

XO-Louis:
:: Heads for SB :: *Paladine* Acknowledged.

CMO_Wells:
<EnKeeling>:    ::place the CO ona med tabel::

SCI_Paldn:
::scanning planet::

CMO_Wells:
:: bio scanns  show CO is maknurisoued::

XO-Louis:
:: Arrives in SB :: Ensign Keeling: Status.

TAC_Cain:
@Wells:  Coul you look at these drawings and tell me what you think.

OPS_Rhian:
@::noting pictograms::

CMO_Wells:
Xo:  Sir she is alright. She is just malnurouoed. I belive she has been fasting.

SCI_Paldn:
Computer: maintain perimeter alert on any ships entering the system

XO-Louis:
:: Showing some concern and confusion :: Very well ensign, let me know as soon as she wakes.

XO-Louis:
:: Takes Dara's hand and gently sets it on her stomach, then heads for the bridge ::

TAC_Cain:
@Rhian: what do you think those drawings represent?

CO_Olbrun:
::she's had a stimulant applied, and she wakes slightly as he's leaving::

CMO_Wells:
<Keeling>Xo: i will sir ...

CO_Olbrun:
::she lets him go, not saying anything::

SCI_Paldn:
Library Computer: link to Away Team tricorders as needed

XO-Louis:
:: Leaves SB and enters TL::

OPS_Rhian:
@Cain:  I am unsure...it all depends on if they were going willingly

Kris:
<LCARS>  Accessing.

XO-Louis:
:: Exits TL and enters bridge :: Paladine: Status report.

SCI_Paldn:
XO: mission is proceding as planed, Library Compter linked to AT

TAC_Cain:
@Rhian: Good point.  Does the ships computer give any indications?

CMO_Wells:
<keeling>  *CMO:  sir.. the captain has passed out from malnutrition...

XO-Louis:
Paladine: Very well, lets get them back here ASAP.

XO-Louis:
:: Takes second chair and pulls up LCARS report from AT ::

SCI_Paldn:
XO: do you wish to recall the AT?

CMO_Wells:
*Keeling*:  I'm there.. :: taps combadge to beamed back up to the ship::

CMO_Wells (Sound - Transporter.wav):

CO_Olbrun:
::she remains awake, feeling a little sheepish, but remains quiet::

OPS_Rhian:
@Cain:  There are some more gragmented pics of food being loaded onto the ship

XO-Louis:
:: Thinks that was already ordered :: Yes, Paladine,... bring back the AT.

TAC_Cain:
@Rhian: Interesting artifacts to say the least.

OPS_Rhian:
@Cain: Could've been an evacuation

CMO_Wells:
:: arrives in TR 3, then makes way to SB::

SCI_Paldn:
XO: acknowleded, AT recalled

OPS_Rhian:
@CAIN...or a slave ship

OPS_Rhian:
@CAIN....or they were food

XO-Louis:
:: Notices Dr. Wells has returned :: *Dr. Wells* I would like  a complete report as soon as you have time.

SCI_Paldn:
XO: AT successfully recalled

Kris:
<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>
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